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Infrastructure , viability and Monitoring . 

 

The Woodlands action group would like to add one or two bullet points to the 

Inspectors Agenda questions via a written  response . Although the Woodlands 

Action group is down to attend in person/persons we will not now be attending 

due to last week's HSG4 sites specific day ( 14th March ) in which Mr Simm 

from Warwickshire County council ( Highways Dept ) agreed with the Inspector 

that further work was needed regards traffic modelling for the site . This will 

then be consulted on with all bodies concerned . I ( Karl Mayer ) feel this would 

not warrant another day off work due to my self employed status when any work 

regards traffic modelling for HSG4 is now unknown .  

 

( A ) 

MIQ 

(Q9.1 ) 

No it certainly does not on most sites ( if any ) including HSG4 which has failed 

in all STA documents in the build up to the examination especially WCC and the 

consultants used . 

( Q9.2 )  

The STA 2016 has failed on all counts regards HSG4 . 

(2) 

The councils response in ( Q9.10 page 11 ) is vague to say the least . The answer 

also mentions Coventry city council leading on this with support from WCC . Talk 

of WCC's bespoke M6 J3  microsimulation model could be alleged will not even 

work now let alone with the 1000's of extra cars this car dependent plan would 

yield in the future . 

(5)  

Regarding Stagecoaches Matter 9 response even they allege the whole plan is 

car dependent and will deliver no extra bus services especially for off main 

route sites we presume like HSG4  . 



(B) 

(Q9.5 ) 

We will have to wait and see what new modelling Mr Simm from WCC comes up 

with regards HSG4 . 

(7) 

The answer to this must be NBBC have chosen HSG4 for a site with 689 houses 

with  no fully costed infrastructure and when it is mentioned the old site figure 

of 1223 is used which is not a figure in the plan for this examination . 

(C) 

(10)  

Any site in NBBC CIL document above 298 dwellings is disqualified from CIL 

money being applied . This will be replaced with a SEC 106 and given NBBC's bad 

record regarding them this will result in the usual game of cat and mouse 

between  new residents , NBBC and developers . 

(11) 

No CIL money for sites will give little hope of infrastructure being delivered 

properly . 

(12) 

The answer to this would be all of it . The whole submitted plan has been rushed 

through by NBBC without a sensible infrastructure viability evidence base . 

 

Regards 

 Karl Mayer ( Woodlands Action Group ) 


